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We propose and demonstrate a method of suppress-
ing four-wave mixing (FWM) in an optical fiber bun-
dle to realize coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(CARS) endomicroscopy, which is the leading candi-
date for a definitive diagnosis of gastrointestinal can-
cer. Two excitation laser beams with different wave-
lengths are delivered via different cores to suppress
FWM and are then combined with a polarization prism
and a dual-wavelength waveplate and are focused to
a spot. The background emission from the optical
fiber bundle was suppressed to 1/3,289, and we demon-
strated CARS imaging of a polystyrene bead using the
proposed method. © 2021 Optical Society of America

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/ao.XX.XXXXXX

In recent years, probe-based confocal laser scanning en-
doscopy (pCLE) has been developed to enable a definitive di-
agnosis of cancer by gastrointestinal endoscopy[1, 2]. Gas-
trointestinal endoscopy is widely used for early cancer diag-
nosis, but endoscopy alone cannot make a definitive diag-
nosis without a biopsy. pCLE overcomes this problem and
provides cell morphology images comparable to pathological
biopsy images[3–5]. pCLE uses a small-diameter microendo-
scope that approaches the affected area via an accessory chan-
nel in a gastrointestinal endoscope. By intravenously injecting a
fluorescent dye such as fluorescein, pCLE provides cell images
directly with 1000× magnification. As a result, a definitive di-
agnosis of cancer is no longer impossible. Still, the problem of
the safety of intravenous fluorescein remains[6, 7].

Use of Raman scattering, which utilizes molecular vibrations
to distinguish between molecular species and molecular states,
solves the problems caused by staining. In vivo spontaneous
Raman endoscopic probes for identifying cancerous tissue have
been reported[8–10]. Raman probes have successfully diag-
nosed cancer by endoscopy with 97.0% sensitivity and 95.2%
specificity. One problem, however, is that the spontaneous Ra-
man scattering signal is weak. As a result, imaging takes time,
and only the spectrum at a specific point is observed. Patholo-
gists must diagnose cancer from the Raman spectra, which is a

task that has not been familiar to them.
Endomicroscopy using coherent Raman scattering (CRS),

such as coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) [11, 12]
and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [13, 14], have been re-
ported [15–23]. CARS and SRS provide 107 times higher effi-
ciency than spontaneous Raman scattering [24] and can achieve
imaging at video frame rates[25–28]. Furthermore, it is known
that CRS provides clear shape images of the cell nucleus,
which pathologists use to make pathological diagnoses, with-
out staining[29]. However, no miniaturized CRS endoscope
that can be inserted into the accessory channel of gastrointesti-
nal endoscopes has been developed.

One of the problems that hinder the miniaturization of en-
doscopes is the generation of four-wave mixing (FWM) in an
optical fiber. A probe-based endoscope that can pass through
the accessory channel of a flexible gastrointestinal endoscope
must have a small diameter and short rigid probe head. Since
endoscopes that use optical fiber bundles do not require a beam
scanning mechanism in the probe head, they are easy to minia-
turize. On the other hand, CARS has advantages over SRS for
endoscopes that detect light scattered backward. Therefore, we
believe that a combination of an optical fiber bundle and CARS
is suitable for label-free microendoscopy. However, with a com-
bination of an optical fiber bundle and CARS, FWM occurs in
the optical fiber[18, 30, 31]. The FWM wavelength is the same
as that of CARS. We consider that the phase matching condition
of FWM is not satisfied in the optical fiber, while its intensity is
large compared with CARS because of the considerable length
of the optical fiber.

In this letter, we propose a new method of suppressing
FWM in a fiber bundle by using two excitation beams cou-
pled into separate cores and superimposed at the probe head.
Since FWM occurs when two excitation beams of different col-
ors propagate through the same optical fiber core, FWM will
be suppressed by transmitting the two beams through different
cores. In addition, the excitation beams delivered by the indi-
vidual cores are coaxially superposed by using the light polar-
ization.

Figure 1 shows the principle of the proposed method.
We use an optical fiber bundle with regularly aligned cores
(Fig. 1(a)). The optical fiber bundle consists of thousands of
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cores and cladding, and only the cores carry light. Therefore,
when a laser beam is focused on the bundle end and scanned,
the beam is delivered intermittently. Regularly arranged cores
can deliver two light beams simultaneously, even if the beams
are scanned. Figure 1 (b) shows that each beam is focused on
different cores by adjusting the propagation angle. Figure 1 (c)
shows that two excitation laser beams from different cores are
superimposed by a polarizing prism such as a Wollaston prism
or a Nomalski prism. The polarizing prism deflects both beams
with their polarizations and superimposes the two beams coax-
ially. Of course, the distance d between the cores used for deliv-
ering, the focal length f of the collimation lens, and the separa-
tion angle θ of the polarizing prism must satisfy

d = f tan(θ). (1)

In addition, since the polarizations of the two beams need to be
aligned with the axis of the polarization prism, the polarization
states incident on the bundle fiber must be adjusted. Since the
polarization states of the two beams superimposed collinearly
are orthogonal, the CARS efficiency is low. Therefore, a dual-
wavelength waveplate is used to convert orthogonally polar-
ized light beams into parallel polarized light beams that oscil-
late in the same direction. Here, the retardation of the dual-
wavelength waveplate is 0 for the ωp beam and π for the ωs
beam. The dual-wavelength waveplate does not interact with
the ωp beam, but it rotates the polarization of the ωs beam. The
proposed method results in a smaller field of view compared
with the same core delivery. However, the affection is the beam
separation distance and is a reduction of only a few percent.

Fig. 1. Principle of the proposed method. (a) Optical fiber bun-
dle with hexagonal close packing structure. White and black
regions indicate cores and clad, respectively. (b) Schematic di-
agram of the proposed method at the entrance side of the fiber
bundle. Two excitation laser beams (ωp and ωs) are coupled
into separate cores. (c) Optical layout of endoscope head.

The experimental setup of the developed CARS imaging sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 2. A picosecond mode-locked Ti:sapphire
laser (repetition rate = 80 MHz, pulse duration = 5.48 ps,
Tsunami, Spectra-Physics) was used for the pump beam. A
picosecond acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) mode-locked
Ti:sapphire laser (repetition rate = 80 MHz, pulse duration =
7.20 ps, Megaopt) was used for the Stokes beam[32]. The pump
and Stokes wavelengths were tuned to 709 nm and 888 nm,
respectively, to excite the CH2 symmetric stretching vibration
(2845 cm-1). A synchronization system[33] tuned the tempo-
ral overlap, and an optical delay (SGSP26-200, Sigmakoki) pro-

vided a temporal time difference. The pump beam was ad-
justed to a polarization state orthogonal to the Stokes beam
by a half-waveplate (HWP; AHWP05M-600, Thorlabs). The
pump and Stokes beams were coupled into separate cores in
an image fiber bundle (core diameter = 5.8 µm, pitch = 8.3 µm,
length = 1.24 m, Sumita Optical Glass) using a 10× objective
lens (CFI Plan Apo Lamda 10x, NA=0.45, Nikon) for delivery
to the other end of the fiber bundle. After passing through the
fiber bundle, the two beams were collimated by a 60× objective
lens (LCPlanFI 60x, NA=0.7, Olympus), relayed by two achro-
matic lenses, and then collinearly superimposed by a Wollas-
ton prism (Prism; WPQ10, Thorlabs). The orthogonal polariza-
tion states were converted to parallel polarization states with
a customized dual-wavelength waveplate (Kougakugiken) to
increase the excitation efficiency. The dual-wavelength wave-
plate behaved as a λ waveplate for the pump beam and a λ/2
waveplate for the Stokes beam. An objective lens (OL: UP-
lan Apo 40x, NA=0.85, Olympus) was used for imaging. The
backscattered CARS signal was collected with the same objec-
tive lens and passed again through the fiber bundle. The dual-
wavelength waveplate disturbs the polarization of CARS emis-
sion, while the polarizing prism divides CARS into orthogonal
polarization components and lead to the cores to which the two
excitation lights are delivered in opposite directions. Subse-
quently, the CARS signal was separated with a dichroic mirror
(DM: FF660-Di02-25x36, Semrock), filtered with optical filters
(F: FF01-609/54-25, FF01-591/6-25, FF01-680/SP-25, Semrock;
3rd560-640, Omega; FESH0650, Thorlabs), and detected with a
photomultiplier tube (PMT: C9110, Hamamatsu). Transmitted
light was also detected with a silicon photodiode (PD). The cou-
pling efficiencies of the pump and Stokes beams were 57% and
47%, respectively. When two beams were coupling to the cen-
ter of a core, coupling between neighbouring cores was rarely
observed.
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup of CARS imaging using optical
fiber bundle. Sync: Synchronization system, HWP: Half-
wave plate, GS: Galvanometer scanner, DM: Dichroic mir-
ror, OL: Objective lens, Prism: Wollaston prism, 2WP: Dual-
wavelength waveplate, P: Polarizer, PD: Photodiode, F: Filter,
PMT: Photomultiplier tube.

Figure 3 shows the experimental results of suppressing
FWM. We compared the emission from the optical fiber bundle
when the two excitation beams were coupled into the same core
(a, c) and separate cores (b, d)). Figures 3 (a) and (b) show the
light output from the end face of the optical fiber bundle with-
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out scanning of the beams. The emission from one core (a) and
two cores (b) can be seen. Here, the images were observed with
a CMOS camera by replacing the lens and the prism shown in
Fig. 2. Figures 3 (c) and (d) show emission from the bundle with
scanning of the beams and detecting the emitted light with the
PMT. The high-intensity emission shown in Fig. 3 (c) was de-
tected only when the two laser beams overlapped temporally.
On the other hand, the emission shown in Fig. 3 (d) was greatly
suppressed by delivering the two beams via separate cores, and
its intensity was 1/3,289 of that in (c). We believe that the low
emissivity was due to fluorescence and anti-Stokes Raman scat-
tering from the fiber bundle because it appeared with the ωp
beam alone.
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Fig. 3. Evaluation of the FWM suppression effect. Images of
the light beams delivered via the optical fiber bundle when the
two beams were coupled into the same core (a) and separate
cores (b). The scanning of the laser beams was stopped. Im-
age of emission from fiber bundle by scanning the laser beams
when the two beams were coupled into the same core (c) and
separate cores (d). The color scale in (d) is 1,000 times smaller
than that in (c).

We observed CARS imaging by delivering two excitation
beams via separate cores. Figure 4 shows transmission images
(a-c) and CARS images (d-f) of a polystyrene bead with a diam-
eter of 25 micrometers. In Figs. 4 (a, d), the polystyrene bead
is present in the field of view, whereas in (b, e), the sample
was moved, and the images do not include the bead. Here, the
transmission images and the CARS images were acquired si-
multaneously. In the transmission image (a), the shadow of the
polystyrene bead is clearly observed, and in the difference im-
age (c = a−b), a more high contrast image is obtained. The low
signals of two cores in Fig. 4b reflect fiber breakage of defects.
The signal below the shadow of the polystyrene bead in Fig. 4c
appears due to polarization disturbance during delivery in the
fibers but does not contribute to CARS imaging. The CARS im-
age (d) is not clear due to the background light (e) from the op-
tical fiber, but the difference image (f = d−e) shows that a CARS
image from the bead is obtained. However, when the two exci-
tation beams were delivered via the same core, a CARS image
could not be observed because the four-wave mixing was more
than 3,000 times larger (see Fig. S1). The excitation light intensi-
ties on the sample surface were 41.5 mW (ωp) and 2.5 mW (ωs),
the image size was 76 µm ×76 µm (250×250 pixels), and the im-

age was observed at a rate of 300 s/image. The CARS images
were smoothed with a 5 × 5 Gaussian filter. This subtraction
technique is not a significant problem if we get an image with-
out samples beforehand and subtract that image from an image
with samples successively. Further experiments are required
to demonstrate chemical specificity by comparing on-resonance
and off-resonance images and improve spatial resolution for
fine structure imaging. Although the dual-wavelength wave-
plate limits the observable spectral region, several tens cm−1

spectroscopic measurement will be available in the high Raman
shift region.
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Fig. 4. Transmission (a, b) and CARS (d, e) images of a
polystyrene bead and their subtracted images (c = a−b, f =
d−e).

In the future, the CARS imaging system should be miniatur-
ized to allow it to be inserted into the accessory channel of a gas-
trointestinal endoscope. In the proposed method, all optical ele-
ments were composed of transmissive elements and were coax-
ially arranged. The head size could be easily reduced by using
a refractive index (GRIN) lens and a small prism that combines
a polarizing prism and a dual-wavelength waveplate. For ex-
ample, by using commercially available GRIN lenses with a di-
ameter of 2 mm for the fiber collimator (10 mm length) and the
objective lens (5 mm length) , and a small prism with a diame-
ter of 2 mm and a length of 3.2–5.2 mm, the head size could be
reduced to have a diameter of 2 mm and a total length of about
20 mm, which would allow it to be inserted into the accessory
channel.

In conclusion, we proposed a method of suppressing the
generation of FWM in a fiber bundle to realize CARS microen-
doscopic imaging. The proposed method has the following fea-
tures:
1) Two excitation beams in orthogonally polarized states are
coupled and delivered via different cores in a fiber bundle in
which the cores are regularly aligned.
2) In the head part, a polarizing prism coaxially superimposes
the two excitation beams delivered by different cores.
3) A dual-wavelength waveplate converts the orthogonal po-
larizations of the two excitation beams to parallel polarizations.

We also designed and constructed a CARS imaging sys-
tem to demonstrate the proposed method, and we quantita-
tively evaluated the FWM suppression effect. As a result, the
FWM intensity generated by the optical fiber was suppressed
to 1/3,289. The usefulness of the proposed method was con-
firmed by demonstrating CARS imaging of 25 µm polystyrene
beads with suppression of FWM in the optical fibers. From our
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results, we believe that our method will significantly contribute
to achieving a definitive diagnosis during endoscopic inspec-
tion using CARS microendoscopy.
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